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 101  GettinG to knoW the PeoPle And PlAceS of GSAS 

the future of oral vaccinations, the connection between weight loss 
and macrophages, the influence of diet on mating habits, and why you 
shouldn’t be afraid to flush the toilet — these are just some of the topics 
explored on We beasties, an entertaining, informative blog about the 
microbial world around us (and within us). the blog (http://scienceblogs.
com/webeasties) is run by GSAS student kevin Bonham, G3 in immunol-
ogy, and contributors heather olins (G2, organismic and evolutionary bi-
ology), emily Gardel (G5, applied physics), and dipti nayak (G2, organismic 
and evolutionary biology). the name is courtesy of Antonie van leeuwen-
hoek, who launched the field of microbiology in 1674 when he discovered 
what he called “wee beasties” floating in pond water. 

We Beasties was just picked up by ScienceBlogs, a portal run by Seed 
Media Group that hosts leading bloggers from a wide array of disciplines 
and calls itself the largest online community devoted to science. in honor 
of that achievement, The Bulletin asked the We Beasties bloggers to name 
their favorite posts.

dipti nayak: My favorite article is “Microscopic Workforce in the Gulf of 
Mexico,” which was also featured on the new york times science page for 

a few days. it highlights the fact that microbes are not just pathogens, which is how most people perceive them, 
but important role players in the environment.

heather olins: My favorite article is “Whale Poo, and climate change, and Microbes . . . oh My!,” which i wrote 
before we got picked up by SciBlogs. it made connecting the microbial world to popular and important topics 
(climate change and whales) easy and obvious, and it allowed me to be a bit silly while doing so.

Kevin bonham: My favorite — and the one that has gotten the most positive feedback — is the series of four 
posts i did on the immune response, from start to finish. A lot of people have heard of the immune system, and 
it’s often written about in the media, but i don’t think people really understand how amazing and complex it is.

emily Gardel: i’ve written a general article about microbial fuel cells, a system that i use in my research. While 
this process is something i work with every day and explain to people when asked about my work, it was great to 
have a place to go more in-depth than i can in just every day conversation. — Jennifer Doody
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